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Abstract 
in this paper, an upper bound and a tight lower bound for the second largest eigen- 
value of a tree with perfect matchings are obtained. At the same time, a lower bound for 
the maximum value of the second largest eigenvalue of trees with perfect matchings is 
also given. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Let G be a graph with vertex set {t~,vz,...,t ' , ,}. Its adjacency matrix 
A(G) = (a,j) is defined to be the n x n matrix (a~j), where aij = I if t,; is adjacent 
to t, i, and aij = 0 otherwise. The characteristic polynomial of G is just 
det()d - A(G)), which is denoted by P(G, 2). Since A(G) is a real symmetric ma- 
trix, all of its eigenvalues are real; we assume, without loss of generality, that 
they are ordered in decreasing order, i.e. 
and call them the eigenvalues of G. 
If G is bipartite graph, then 2,(G) = -2, ,_;~(G), i  = 1,2, . . . , [n/2] .  The ei- 
genvalues of a bipartite graph have physical interpretations in the q~lantum 
chemical theory, so it is significant and necessary to investigate the relations be- 
tween the graph-theoretic properties of G and its eigenvalues. When A(G) is 
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nonsingular, then the number of vertex of G must be even. Suppose that G has 
n = 2k vertices, thus G will have exactly k positive and k negative igenvalues. 
In particular, if a bipartite graph G is a tree, then A(G) is nonsingular if and 
only if G has a perfect matching. Up to now, the largest eigenvalue 2~ (T) 
and the smallest positive eigenvalue 2, (T) of a tree T on 2k vertices with perfect 
matchings have been well studied by several authors (see [ 1-3]), but very little is 
known about the second largest eigenvalue of trees with perfect matchings. In 
this paper, we consider the problem on the bounds for the second largest eigen- 
value of a tree with perfect matchings. It is shown that if T ~ Pz,P4, then 
2.,(T) >~ !, and the equality holds if and only if 
T~ T;,',;.2(T)<~ (V~-  I + V/t+3) if k=2t  and ).2(T)<~ ½(vq+ vq+4) if 
k = 2t + l,t = 1.2,3,4 . . . . .  where Tis any tree on 2k (k >i !) vertices with per- 
fect matchings, and T_,' k is a tree obtained from the star KI.~_ i by joining a new 
end-vertex to each vertex in K~.~ (as shown in Fig. I). 
2. Main results 
For convenience, we ca!! a tree with n vertices a tree of order n, and let 
• ¢'.,k - { T[ T is a tree on 2k vertices with perfect matchings}. First of all, we 
consider the problem on the upper bound of the second largest eigenvalue of 
trees in .~'-,,. Here we introduce some preliminary results. 
Lemma 2.1 ([4]). Let T he a tree of  order n. Then.h," toO' positive #~teger a. there 
exists a I'ertex t" C V(T) such that there is one compom, nt o fT  \ t' with order not 
exceeding max(n - I - a. a). and all the other components o./'T\ t, have order m~t 
exceeding a. 
The following well known Cauchy #ztehwhlg theorem will play an important 
role in the proof o1" our result. 
Lemma 2.2 ([5]) (Cauchy interlacing theorem). Let G be tt graph on n vertices. 
and V' be a k-rertex subset (i.e.. a t'ertex subset with k vertices) of  the graph G. 
Let G-  V' be the subgraph o fG  ohta#wd IJy &'&thlg all the l,erth'es ht V' 
together with their hwident edges. Then we htwe 
Fig. I. ~.  
k- I  
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2~(G) i> ,:.~(G- V')/> ;.;~(G), i=  !,2 . . . .  ,n -  k. 
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Lemma 2.3 ([6]). Let G be a comwcted s#nph" graph, and G' be a proper subgraph 
of G. Then ;'.l(G) > 21(G'). 
The following two results are often used to calculate the characteristic poly- 
nomial of  trees. 
Lemma 2.4 ([5]). Let G be the graph obta&eti by joining the vertex u of  the graph 
G! to the vertex t r o f  the graph G2 by an edge. Then 
P(G, 2) = P(GI,2)P(G2,).) - P(GI \ u, 2)P(G,. \ v, ft). 
Lemma 2.5 ([5]). Let t, be a eertex of  degree 1 in the graph G and u be the vertex 
adjacent o t,. Then 
p(c, ;.) = ;.p(a \ v, ; . ) -  t , (a \  {,.,,/, ;.). 
By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, it is easy to calculate that the characteristic polyno- 
mial o f the  graph ~ is P(~'k, 2) = (22 - 1)~-2124 - (k + I)22 + !]. So it is easy 
to see that 21(~'~) = ~ (x//," - 1 + v/~ + 3). 
Lemma 2.6 ([3]). Let T be an)' tree hi .T2k. Then 
I 
2t(T)~<,~(v/k - I+v /k+3) ,  k= 1,2,3 . . . .  
am/the equalitr hohis (/'amt only (/'T ~- T¢_A. 
Theorem 2.1. Let T he a tree in .T2k. Then 
.< { !(vq- I + Vq+ 3) 
~(vq+ Vq+4) 
where t = I. 2, 3 . . . . .  
(l" k = 2t, 
i f ' k= 2t+ 1, 
Proof. Take a = k - I in Lemma 2.1. Then there exists v E V(T) such that there 
is one component T0 in T \ r of order not exceeding k, and all the other 
components of T \ v, say T,(i = 1,2, . . .  ,s), have orders not exceeding k - 1. By 
Lemma 2.2, we have 
2,(T \ v) >t ,;,~(T) 
and obviously 
),l(T \ v) = max{21(To),),i(Ti),21(T2),...,21(T.,.)}. 
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We distinguish the following two cases: 
Case I: If i V(To)I is even, and assume that I V(To)i = 2t', where 2t' <~ k. Sup- 
pose that u ~ V(To) is the adjacent vertex of v. Since T has a perfect matching 
and I V(To)l is even, hence uv ~ M, where M is the perfect matching of T. So To 
must has a perfect matching. Thus, by Lemma 2.6, 21 (T,) ~< 2~ (T.,* e). Among the 
other components T~ (i = 1,2,. . .  ,s) of T \ v, there exists one of T, without loss 
of generality, assume that it is T~, which has no perfect matching, and all the 
other components T~(i = 2, 3, . . .  ,s) have a perfect matching. By Lemma 2.6, 
we have 21(Tl) <~ 21 (TI~,I), i = 2,3, . . .  ,s. Suppose that vl E V(TI) is the adjacent 
vertex of v. Then Ti + v, the subtree of Tinduced by the vertex set V(TI) U {v}, 
has a perfect matching. Since T~ is the proper subgraph of T~ + v, hence, by 
Lemma 2.3, we get that , ; , i (~)< 21(Ti + v)<~).l(Tl~-~l~_l). Among all 21(T2*e), 
)., (TI~. I+, ), and ,;.,(TI~,I ), i=  2,3,...,s,2t(TS,,) get its maximum value ,;.,(~,) 
when 2g = 2t = k. and ,;.,(Tt]. i+1 ) <~ ,;., (~*,), 2, (TI~ i) < ;t~(T,*,), i = 2,3, . . .  ,s. So 
when k = 2t, we have 
e) <_. ;.,(r;,) = ½(vq-  I + Vq+ 3), t=  1,2,3, . . . .  
Case 2: If IV(To)l is odd. and assume that lV(T.)l- 2(+ 1, where 
2t' + 1 ~< k. Since To has no perfect matching, and T has a perfect matching, 
hence uo E M. Obviously, all the other components T~ (i = 1,2,3, . , . ,s )  of 
T \ v have a perfect matching, thus, by Lemma 2.6, we have 
;.,(T,) i=  
Since T0 is the proper subgraph of To + ~,, the subtree of T induced by the vertex 
set V(To) u {t,}, has a perfect matching, and I V(T0 + c) I= 2t' + 2, hence by 
Lemma 2.3, we get that 21(To) < 21(To + e) <~ ,;.t (T.;,,,,). Similar to case I, when 
2t '+ I =2t+ I =k ,  2t(T;e~2) gets its maximum value 21(T,*,.,), and 
21(T,) < 2t(T;t~.,),i = 1,2,3, . . . .  s. Thus 
22(T)~<,;,,(T\v)<~2,(~*t,2)=½(v~+v~+4), t=1,2,3,..., 
The proof is completed. El 
Denote the maximum value of the second largest eigenvalue of the trees in 
m 
• ~2, by 22(2k). Then the result of Theorem 2.1 shows that 
7..,(2k) ~< ~(x /7 - I+  x/7+ 3) if k=2t ;  7.2(2k).~ ½(x/i + x/ t+4) if k=2t+ 1, 
t = 1,2,3 . . . .  
Example 2.1. Taking t = 2 in Theorem 2. I. Then the upper bound in Theorem 
2.1 is 7.2(8)<~ (vq + v/5) ~. 1.618 if k = 4, and 7.2(10)<.'.. ½(x/~- + vr6) .~ 1.932 
if k = 5. From the table of the spectra of all trees with n vertices (2 ~< n <~ 10) in 
[51 we know that 7,:(8) ~ 1.532. and ~..,(10) .~ 1.764. 
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Fig. 2. (!). 
This example shows that our bound is not best possible. Now we give a low- 
er bound for 7.2(2k) which shows that with the increasing of k, our upper bound 
is still "asymptotically good" for the exact value of 22(2k). 
Theorem 2.2. Let T be a tree in .T2,. Then 
17. ( , ) 
_ ,+  1 + V/(t+ 1)2 -8  
,;.2(2k) >t 
' (~  I +, / /+ 3) - 
where t = 2, 3, . . . .  
ff" k = 2t, 
(f k = 2t + 1, 
Proof. We dist inguish the fo l lowing two cases. 
Case I" Assume that k = 2t + i. Construct the following type (I) of graphs 
as shown in Fig. 2, where u' is any vertex of T; t and so is v'. 
Obviously, if T is one of the graphs belonging to (1), then T E .T2k. By Lem- 
ma 2.2, we have 
;.:(r) I> ;.2(r{u, v})= ;.,(T;;). 
Hence, 
- 1 
~,C2k) i> ,;., ( / : , ;)= ~(x /7 -  ! + v/7 + 3). 
Case 2: Assume that k = 2t. Construct the following type (II) of graph as 
shown in Fig. 3, where u is any vertex of T.;*, and so is v. 
Any tree in (II) is also in .Y-2,. Let T E(II). By Lemma 2.2, we have 
\ , , /= \,,/) 
and 
Fig. 3. (IlL 
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0 ,o 0 0 0 ~-2  t - ,2 0 
t -1  t - I  : 
o o 
T~ Tb T, T 
Fig. 4. 
;. ,(~;) > ;.,(7".;, \ v)  > i  )~_,(~,). 
Hence, 
2,..(T) >t 
T_,'~ \, v is one of the following four graphs of order 2t - 1 as shown in Fig. 4. 
Obviously, Th is a proper subgraph of 7;,,; Ta is a proper subgraph of To. So by 
Lemma 2.3, 
) . l (Ta)  > 2,(Tb), 2,(T,.) > `:.,(Ta). 
Similarly, by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, it is not difficult to get the characteristic 
polynomials of T, and T,.. 
P(T,,,`:.) = ,:(,:2 _ i),-2(;.2 _ t): 
P(T,.,2) = 2(2". - -  l ) ' -"a[`: .  4 - -  (t + I)2 2 + 2]. 
Thus ,  
2,(/~,) = v//, t >t 2; 
' = t+ l+ (t , t>~2.  
It is easy to see that if t t> 2, then 2~(T,) > 2~(T,,). Therefore, 
= t+ l+ +l  , 
The proof is completed. F-I 
t>~2. 
From the above discussions, we immediately know that if t >t 2, then 
x/~+ x / t+4 - x / t -  I + v / t+3 
2 >t 2,(4t + 2) >i 2 
,:-). ,+1+v/(,+l 8 
>f ` :.2 (4t) 
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Remark. If we let t ~ c¢ (that i s  2k ~ c~), then 
_1 (x/t + ~ + 4) ~ v/t (t - ,  c¢), 
2 
t+t+ (t+t -8  ~q7 
So we can say that our bound for 22(2k) is asymptotically good. 
Now we consider the problem on the lower bound of the second largest ei- 
genvalue of trees in ,~-2k. 
,) 
Lemma 2.7 ([7]). Let T be a tree of  order n,n > 3, and T ~ Kl.,,-i. S;~_ 2. Then 
22(T) i> 1, where S~_ 2 is a tree as shown in Fig. 5. 
Lemma 2.8 ([8]). Let T be a tree of  order n, and ,;.2(T) ~< I. Then T is one o]'the 
jbllowing trees as shown #1 Fig. 6. 
By Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8, we immediately obtain the tbllowing result. 
Theorem 2.3. For any T E .T2~., !!'T ~ P2, P.~, i.e., k ~ 3, then 22(T) >I 1, aml the 
equaliO' hoMs ~f and only ~['T "~ ~*k. 
Proof. Obviously, if Tis a tree belonging to the class of the graph $22 (n > 3), 
then T E .T2k if and only if T ~ P4; If G is a tree of the star Kl.,,-i (n >I 2), then 
T E .~2k if and__only if T ~ P2. It is easy to check that 22(~) = -1 < 1, and 
~.2(P4) = ~!,, (3- #55) < !. Thus, it immediately gets from the Lemma 2.7 that for 
any T E .~'2k, if T ~ P2,P4, then 22(T) >I 1. On the otherhand, the graph (**) 
has no perfect matchings; the graph T of the type (,) has a perfect matching if 
Fig. 6. 
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t~ Tk 
Fig. 7. 
and only if i = I, i.e., T ~ T¢,. Therefore, by Lemma 2.8, if T E ,T2t,, then 
,;.2(T) <~1 if and only if T = T.;~. Vee have known that the characteristic 
= ('- - I [;4 (k + I),,.- + l]. So  = l polynomial of T; k is P( * " -,2 )1,-2 _ ,, , 
if k >~ 3. Hence, for any T E .*-2k,k >~ 3,22(T) = I if and only if T ~ ~*k. The 
proof is completed. I-1 
At the end of this paper, we propose the following. 
Conjecture I. Let k be a positive integer, and T E .¢2k. Then 
22(T) <~ ~ rl 
t 1"2 
if k = 2t, 
if k = 2t + I, 
where rt and r2 are the maximum positive root of the equations 
, ;3_ ( t+ l ) , ; .+ l  =0 and . ; .4_ ( t+2)2  +,;.+1 =0 respectively, t= l ,  
2, 3, .... The equality holds in the first inequality if and only if T ~ T~k, and 
the equality holds in the second inequality il" and only if T ~ 7~., where T.,~. 
and 7~ are the graphs as shown in Fig. 7. 
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